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What is proposed for Redburn Avenue?

The existing culvert between Redburn Avenue and Loch Lann Court is not big enough to contain flood flows and is also prone to blockage. 
We have investigated ways of improving the hydraulic capacity and reducing the risk of blockage in this location. Options that are 
considered to be feasible are:

1. To remove the existing culvert and restore to a more natural channel (see diagram to right). This would include the construction 
of up to three bridging structures.  This option would provide good channel capacity and reduce the risk of blockage to a negligible 
probability. However, this option affects many of the local residents and will be difficult to construct  between existing houses.

2. To retain the existing culvert, but reshape the headwall structure to improve the culvert inlet hydraulics and add additional overflow 
pipes (see diagram, bottom right). This option would increase the flow capacity of the culvert to accommodate larger flows. It would 
be easier to build and will have a lower impact on local residents. However, this option will not reduce the risk of blockage to the same 
extent as the open channel option.

We have also considered landscaping the ground over the culvert so that if flooding occurred, the flows would be directed back into the 
stream. This option was rejected as it would pass through private gardens and would be difficult to ensure the overflow channel was kept 
in a suitable condition to function. 

Existing footpath routes

Existing hedges will be retained 
to ensure continued screening 

between gardens

New, open channel allows opportunities to develop more 
attractive private gardens with small-scale but valuable 

improvements in biodiversity
Consultation to be undertaken with 
property owners to ensure that gardens 
are reinstated to acceptable standard

Consideration to be given to new 
boundary treatments around bride to 
retain privacy within gardens

Provision of new footbridges to allow access 
across channel within gardens

Footpath route may require closure 
during works period

Link to Forestry Commission
Culloden Forest woodland walks

Loch Lann Court

Concept plan: note 
that this shows 
general issues 

and solutions; it 
is not intended 

to represent the 
detailed scheme

Concept visualisation, looking north

Section 
through 
proposed 
overflow pipes

Section 
through 
proposed 
landscape 
channel
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